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History

“Nursery production in this region with its attendant problems, is peculiar in that one is dealing primarily with range revegetation and restoration rather than with farm erosion control. The complexity of the situation is further enhanced by reason of the low rainfall, temperature extremes, and wide range of vegetation types which prevail in this section and which of necessity is reflected in the composition of propagation materials and general nursery practices as well as field applications.”

Dr. F.J. Crider, 1934 Tucson Plant Materials Center Technical Report
History

“Plants must be chosen, in the first place, especially for their known or potential erosion control values.” Dr. F.J. Crider, 1936 Field Memorandum #SCN-4

“What plant can possibly be more important in the Southwest than blue grama?” Leslie N. Gooding, 1939 Annual Report for the Field
Tucson Plant Materials Center Mission

- Assemble, test and release native plant material for conservation use in the Sonoran, Chihuahuan, and Mojave Deserts
- Encourage the commercial increase of conservation species
- Develop and transfer plant science technology to address conservation problems

TECHNICAL NOTES
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Use of Non-Dormant Cottonwood Poles for Riparian Revegetation

Abstract
The use of dormant poles for planting cottonwoods and willows is an established practice. However, in southern Arizona there is a narrow window of opportunity to plant dormant poles before they break dormancy. The objective of this study is to evaluate the survival and growth rates of non-dormant poles planted at three different dates. Planting dates were October 1991, November 1991, and July 1992. Planting stock included native Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii Wats.) and a hybrid black cottonwood (Populus nigra L. X Populus deltoides Bartr.). Two diameter classes were evaluated: poles (>0.5 inches) and whips (<0.25 inches). Survival, over all treatments, were greater for the hybrid stock (86%) compared to
Studies

- Collaborative work
- Objective was to control blowing dust causing multiple accidents along Interstates 8 and 10
- Two separate trials
  - 1977
    - 20 acre abandoned field
    - Two seeding mixtures & 11 cultural techniques
  - 1979
    - 34 acre abandoned field
    - One seeding mix & 2 cultural techniques
1977 Trial

- Entire area was fenced

- Cultural treatments used included pitting, land imprinting, mulching, listing, ripping

- Some successful establishment of seeded species

- Best results were from contour-furrowed and drill seeded plots

- Results were used to develop 1979 study plan
1977 Trial
1979 Trial

- One of the problems from the 1977 trial was water infiltration

- Constructed contour borders at 50’ and 100’ wide

- Between each border varying widths were contour furrowed, ripped or left as a check and then drill seeded

- A portion between each border was left as a watershed area to provide extra moisture for the seeded area

- Average slope of the field between borders was 1.5%
1979 Trial

Species Used: Planted with bobby range drill
- Atriplex canescens
- A. lentiformis
- A. nummularia
- Erigeron lehmannianus x B. tridophora ('Cochise' lovegrass)
- Frasera del toidea
- Pannucum antidotale
- Parkinsonia aculeata
1979 Trial

- The techniques worked and are still working today

- Present day vegetation on the berms consists of velvet mesquite, wolfberry, fourwing saltbush and annual forbs and grasses

- Of these, only fourwing saltbush was seeded
1979 Trial

- After 6 years of evaluation of the trial, a “prescription” for planting abandoned cropland was developed

- Further trials were conducted in various areas along I-10 but none with the success of the Red Rock Trials

- Collaboration was key
1979 Trial
2016 Trial

- Collaborative project
- 200 acre site
- Farming began on the site in the 1960s; the fields were abandoned by the late 1970s
- Similar soils and condition to Red Rock
2016 Trials

- Berms were built on 40 acres of the site at 3 different widths
- The upstream side of each berm was ripped and seeded
- May and August seeding dates
- Section of land was key line plowed
2016 Trials
2016 Trials
**2016 Trials**

*Measuring Vegetation*

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a metric showing areas of high chlorophyll concentration. The index is created by comparing two light frequencies: red and near-infrared. The yellow and red on the first two graphics indicate high chlorophyll concentrations. The green areas have little chlorophyll.

- October 2015 NDVI image
- September 2016 NDVI image
- Areas with significant chlorophyll increase from 2015 to 2016 are shown in red
2016 Trials
Pecan Orchard Trial

- Contacted by U of A professor regarding new pecan orchards and potential for trials

- Coordinated site visit and developed study plan to test various releases in between orchard rows

- Orchard acreage is on the rise in Arizona and this particular orchard is near I-10
Pecan Orchard Trial

- Finding a native commercially available species that can exist in the understory of pecan orchards could provide soil coverage for thousands of acres in Southern Arizona

- Replicated trial was installed in 2015

- Preliminary results indicate that two species have established, and are providing cover despite weed competition
Pecan Orchard Trial
Rangeland Trial

- Site has low productivity, subject to wind erosion
- What species will establish and persist?
- Developed planting plan and procured the seed
- Installed the trial in three days with assistance from NRCS and AZ Game and Fish staff
Rangeland Trial

- Replicated trial
- 2 acres
- 17 species
  - 26 entries
- Multiple cultivars of some species
- 6 mixed plots
Summary
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In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual orientation, disability, age, marital status, family/parental status, income derived from a public assistance program, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity, in any program or activity conducted or funded by USDA (not all bases apply to all programs). Remedies and complaint filing deadlines vary by program or incident.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.) should contact the responsible Agency or USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made available in languages other than English.

To file a program discrimination complaint, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, AD-3027, found online at How to File a Program Discrimination Complaint and at any USDA office or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by: (1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, D.C. 20250-9410; (2) fax: (202) 690-7442; or (3) email: program.intake@usda.gov.

USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender.